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Dragon Jacket Releases Two New Product
Lines to the Industrial Insulation Market
Dragon Jacket recently introduced 2 new product lines: the Patented Insulated Pipe Saddle and
Pocketed Coupling lines, which bring new innova
tion across multiple industrial applications, and, like
Dragon Jacket's other products, is rated in Class A of
the International Fire Code.
Dragon Jacket's Insulated Pipe Saddle line has a
minimum compressive strength of 900 PSI, and
insulates pipe from mounting brackets, and also
creates connection points for existing or additional
insulation. The Insulated Pipe saddle may be
mounted vertically or horizontally, and installed
with a U-bolt connection.
Dragon Jacket's Pocketed Coupling line is engi
neered to insulate and encapsulate all styles of twin
bolt grooved couplings, and create attachment points
to and from existing or additional insulation. Both
products' standard size range is from 2 inches to 12
inches, but can be made in any size up to 36 inches
to fit any specific application. For more information,

please visit www.dragonjacket.com.
Shurtape Technologies, LLC,
Launches New Website
Shurtape Technologies, LLC, a producer of pressure
sensitive tapes, recently launched its new website:
TapeUniversity.com, to make it easier for students,
educators, tape distributors, and others to access
helpful information about choosing and using
pressure-sensitive tapes.
The site is currently focused on the HVAC and
packaging industries, but additional industries will
be added over the next few months. Visitors will find
blog posts, videos, and articles by Shurtape's product
management team, covering topics such as the
differences between HVAC tape backings and
adhesives, why some packaging tapes will not stick
to recycled cartons, and how tape can cause
downtime on the packaging line.
The site also serves as the online home of
Shurtape's Mission: HVAC and Mission: Packag
ing programs. Through these programs, the company
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Polyguard Products, Inc.

www.polyguardproducts.com/mechanical
Polyguard is committed to provide innovative.
cost-effective insulation systems and accessory
products to the Mechanical Insulation industry.
Our products include the Alumaguard• family
of weather-proof claddings; lnsulrap'" and
Zero Perm vapor barriers; RG2400" corrosion
gels; Polyphen phenolic and Dow XPS for pipe
insulation fabrication.
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Rock Wool Manufacturing

ROXUL Technical Insulation

Rock Wool Manufacturing Company is a leader
in the high-temperature insulation market,
specializing in Delta• pipe, board, and blanket
insulation for industrial, commercial.
and marine applications.

ROXUL• Technical Insulation, a subsidiary
of the ROCKWOOL Group. is the worldwide
market leader in technical insulation. We cover
the industrial insulation market and marine &
offshore industry by providing a range of pipe,
board, and wrap insulation products along with
systems for the thermal and fire safe insulation
of industrial applications.

www.deltainsulation.com

www.roxul.com

